
Solo shoot assessment area:

Conversation exposes model’s unique 

personality
AW BV shoot assessment

Got your workbook?



Solo assessment areas

1. Fun, spontaneity and unexpectedness

2. Sexiness, not continuity

3. Strongly fetish- and SUBA-based

4. Adopt a tease-payoff, tease-payoff approach

5. Clothing used to heighten sexiness

6. Use personal props to expose unique and intimate details

7. Video only: Conversation exposes model’s unique personality

8. Video only: Model moves and is active

9. Technically sound



Lean intimate, personal details

• Either

• ___________________________

• ___________________________

• Distinction does not need to be drawn on camera

• May provide different opportunities

• Sexual questions should be ________________________________

Weighting

Stills: 0%

Video: 15%



Bad example

• She likes Usher, shopping and hanging out with her boyfriend.

• Millions of people like Usher. Learn what’s unique about her, not a fad. 

• ________________________________________

• Shopping is assumed to occur anyway, 

• __________________________________________

• “hanging out” is too superficial

• __________________________________

Weighting

Stills: 0%

Video: 15%



Good example

• She prefers to masturbate with a hairbrush; her role model is Yulia
Tymoshenko; she’s embarrassed to have the Beatles on her iPod.

• Masturbating with hairbrush: 
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

• Follow-ups: How did you discover that? 

• What else did you try before settling on that? 

• What variations have you tried? 

• What else could you try?

Weighting

Stills: 0%

Video: 15%



• Role model is Yulia Tymoshenko: 

• _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

• Follow-ups: How did you come to hear of Tymoshenko? 

• What about her inspires you? 

• What have you learned from her? 

• What do you do differently now, because of her?

• Embarrassed to have Beatles on iPod: 

• _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

• Follow-ups: Who finding out would cause embarrassment? 

• Why feel embarrassed about that? 

• To whom would she be proud to show this?.

Weighting

Stills: 0%

Video: 15%



Follow-up questions

• More important than original question!

• ____________________________

• _______________________________

• “Ever been skinny-dipping?” No.

• Do not follow up – move on

• ____________________________________

• “If you were to go skinny dipping, what would the circumstances be?”

• Response will not be based on real, lived experiences.

Weighting

Stills: 0%

Video: 15%



_____________________________________

• Bad example:

• Shooter: What’s the worst thing you’ve ever done?

• Model: One time, I accidentally killed my goldfish *sadface*

• Good example:

• Shooter: What’s the worst thing you’ve ever done?

• Model: The worst thing I ever did was accidentally kill my goldfish. *sadface*

• Model answer can be used on it’s own in promo edit

• Models often need to be reminded.

Weighting

Stills: 0%

Video: 15%



Interview technique

• If male, ________________________________________________

• If female, ______________________________________________

• _____________________________________

• Help editors

• Limit para-verbals during (eg: ______________________________________)

• Nod, smile, etc instead

• Best not to make eye-contact when shooting.



__________________________________

• Bad (close-ended): Do you go to the gym each week?

• Assumes she goes to the gym: research to know answer before asking

• Only possible answers are only “yes” and “no”

• A difficult model would deliver one of these answers, and nothing else

• Any yes/no question (or similarly simple answer) should not be asked

• If lost, use the prefix “Tell me more about…” 

• “Tell me about your exercise habits?”. 

• Or, even better…

Weighting

Stills: 0%

Video: 15%



Ask open-ended questions

• Good (open ended): Demonstrate your exercise routine?

• This question will cause her to talk about it, and demonstrate it – just what 
we need!

• Many follow-ups will be required.



Ideas for good general questions

• What’s the worst thing you have ever done?

• What kind of schoolgirl were you?

• Who is your role model?

• When was the last time you cried?

• What keeps you up at night?

• What are you passionate about?

• What is your greatest fear?

• What are some moments of your life that you want to live again and 
again?

Weighting

Stills: 0%

Video: 15%



Ideas for good sexual questions

• Sex with the lights on or off? What about the other?

• Describe your first intimate experience

• Tell us about your first kiss?

• Tell us about the first time you got your period?

• Teel me how you learned to masturbate?

• Tell us about your first orgasm?

• Describe your masturbation routine?

• What gets you sexually excited?

• What do you think about anal sex?

Weighting

Stills: 0%

Video: 15%



Questions list

• Company has a list of known-good 
questions

• Will be made available at the 
appropriate time

• Use for inspiration

• Always customise to suit model

• Propose to CD ideas for new ones.



Assessment

1 2 3 4 5
Unacceptable Poor Acceptable Excellent Game Changing

Topics mundane or 

common; questions 

not phrased in the 

answers.

Sparks of 

uniqueness, but 

many parts are 

generic; some 

answers do not 

include question 

phrasing.

Stories told that 

are deeply

personal and/or 

intimate in nature. 

Dialogue is so 

deeply personal 

and intimate and 

revealing sexual 

thoughts, shoot 

would be engaging 

audio only.

Weighting

Stills: 0%

Video: 15%



Assignment 1: Conversation exposes model’s 

unique personality

• Create 10 intimate sexual questions

• Create 10 intimate “general” questions

• Do not re-use questions cited in this presentation

• Do not google for “deep questions to ask on a first date”!

• Email to Trainer.



Assignment 2: Conversation exposes model’s 

unique personality

• Review

• List of “Ideas for good general questions”

• List of “Ideas for good sexual questions”

• Copy from Workbook PDF into a MS Word doc

• For each question, write a series of detailed follow-ups, working to 
expose the model’s unique personality

• Imagine realistic model responses, do not write them.

• Pass to Trainer for review.



Assignment 3: Conversation exposes model’s 

unique personality

• Watch a Louis Theroux and Andrew Denton interview on YouTube

• Choose subjects that interest you

• Apart from what has been discussed here, what techniques and 
approaches do they use to expose their subjects unique personality?

• How will you apply these techniques to speaking with AW models?

• Provide to the Trainer.


